The New Violence: The Impact of Online Disinformation on Democracy.

**16:30 WELCOMING ADDRESS**
- Jérémie ROBERT French Consul General in New York
- Jean-Guillaume DE TOCQUEVILLE Chairman, Tocqueville Foundation
- Didier TRUCHOT Chairman, IPSOS

**16:45 ROUNDTABLE 1**
How has violence engulfed democracies in recent decades and how does it penetrate businesses?
- Jean-Paul PALOMEROS General (2S), Former NATO’s Supreme Allied Commander Transformation
- Jean-Jacques SANTINI Advisor to the President, BNP Paribas
- Elodie VIALLE Fellow, Institute for Rebooting Social Media, BKC, Harvard - Journalist
- David RYAN POLGAR CEO, All Tech is Human
- Susan NESS Former Commissioner, Federal Communications Commission

**17:30 ROUNDTABLE 2**
Digital technology: The ultimate mobilization weapon for disinformation and conspiracy theories
- Eve GANI Director of Business Development, Defence and Security, Sopra Steria
- Hubert ETIENNE Researcher in AI Ethics, Sciences Po
- Kevin LIMONIER Lecturer in geopolitics, Russia Specialist, GEODE Center
- William J. DRAKE Director of International Studies, Columbia Institute for Tele-Information
- Bruce KOGUT Professor of Leadership and Ethics, Columbia Business School

**18:15 ROUNDTABLE 3**
Taking action to combat violence in democracies
- David GALLETT Associate Partner, SIA Partners
- Paul BARRETT Associate Professor, New York University - Journalist
- Jérôme LECAT CEO, Scality, French Tech
- Vincent MONTAGNE CEO, Média Participations CEO, Syndicat national de l’édition

**19:00 CONCLUSIONS**
- Hubert VEDRINE Former French Foreign Affairs Minister
- Garry KASPAROV Chairman and founder, Renew Democracy Initiative, World Chess Champion (1985 to 2000)